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Rev. Neal Anderson, of Winston-S.ile- m,

delivered the university sermon
for this month in Chapel Sunday
night. Mr. Anderson spoke in the
Presbyterian church Sunday morning
and the large audience in chapel was
alive in the expectancy of a fine ser-

mon. No one left disappointed!
The text of Mr. Anderson's remarks

was John 5, 1-- He first pointed out
the fact that the clause concerning the
angels coming down was not in the
Greek text. This, he said, relieved
him of a grave doubt of the occurrence.

; From Thanksgiving till Christmas.
A long month and nothing doing. To
go all this time without the excite-

ment of inter-collegia- te athletics or
the fore-showi- ng of examinations will
be a curious experience for some of us.
(Aside we might whisper, that, to
spend the Christmas hollida;s with the
shadow of examinations ever growing
denser and nearer, will be another
curious experience, very curious.)
However, this coming month ought to
prove a blessing for at least one por-

tion of the students here. The basket-
ball enthusiasts should glow at the
thought. Heretofore there has been
no chance whatever for basketball to
become the absorbing sjxrt of the day.
Now that the time has come for bas-

ket ball to shine it is the fault of those
who love the game if something is not
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tion of four Greek words; signs, power,
works, wonders. I should define a
miracle as an event in the physical
worli that can be explained in no other
way than the. immediate volition of

done. The football squad no longer
are the heroes of the campus. Every
one cannot play tennis. No one can
persuade himself to bone' away the
evening"" when every thing out doors
seems so absolutely inviting. There
is no reason why the little plot of
ground reserved for basketball should
not be covered every afternoon with
the ever-shifti- ng group of players all
deep in earnest. It adds a great deal
to the zest of any sport if the side-

lines are black with spectators. Now
is the time, if ever, that we will be

glad to look on at one game of basket
ball.
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of miracles have passed because the need
of them has passed. Miracles have a
spiritual and a moral purpose. They
do not happen sporadically. There

As a university combines all forms
of learning so must a university be

representative of every form of sport.
Men come here who do not care to
study the classics. For their benefit
the scientific department is maintain-
ed. Men come here who do not care
for science. For them the language
departments are open, A man may
get any kind of education he wants
The same should be true in athletics.
At present we are represented in four
of the great branches of American
sport but the fifth is entirely neglect-
ed. We put out teams in football,
baseball, track and tennis, but basket-
ball is coldly shunned. There are men
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This way of a few going out once a

association voted that all members
who did not pay their fees before
December the first would be debar-
red from the use of the courts.
Better see the treasurer at num-

ber one South and pay yours.
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out a basketball team. If we want a
team we have got to train for it and


